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In this chapter the following model is considered: We assume that an
instance I of a computationally hard optimization problem has been
solved and that we know the optimum solution of such an instance. Then
a new instance I ! is proposed, obtained by means of a slight perturbation
of instance I . How can we exploit the knowledge we have on the solution
of instance I to compute an (approximate) solution of instance I ! in an
e!cient way? This computation model is called reoptimization and is
of practical interest in various circumstances. In this chapter we first
discuss what kind of performance we can expect for specific classes of
problems and then we present some classical optimization problems (i.e.
Max Knapsack, Min Steiner Tree, Scheduling) in which this approach
has been fruitfully applied. Subsequently, we address vehicle routing
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problems and we show how the reoptimization approach can be used to
obtain good approximate solutions in an e!cient way for some of these
problems.
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4.1. Introduction

In this chapter we illustrate the role that a new computational paradigm
called reoptimization plays in the solution of NP-hard problems in various
practical circumstances. As it is well known a great variety of relevant
optimization problems are intrinsically di!cult and no solution algorithms
running in polynomial time are known for such problems. Although the
existence of e!cient algorithms cannot be ruled out at the present state
of knowledge, it is widely believed that this is indeed the case. The most
renowned approach to the solution of NP-hard problems consists in resort-
ing to approximation algorithms which, in polynomial time, provide a sub-
optimal solution whose quality (measured as the ratio between the values of
the optimum and approximate solution) is somehow guaranteed. In the last
twenty years the definition of better and better approximation algorithms
and the classification of problems based on the quality of approximation
that can be achieved in polynomial time have been among the most impor-
tant research directions in theoretical computer science and have produced
a huge flow of literature [4, 36].

More recently a new computational approach to the solution of NP-
hard problems has been proposed [1]. This approach can be meaningfully
adopted when the following situation arises: Given a problem ", the in-
stances of " that we need to solve are indeed all obtained by means of a
slight perturbation of a given reference instance I. In such a case we can de-
vote enough time to the exact solution of the reference instance I and then,
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any time that the solution for a new instance I " is required, we can apply a
simple heuristic that e!ciently provides a good approximate solution to I ".
Let us imagine, for example, that we know that a traveling salesman has
to visit a set S of, say, one thousand cities plus a few more cities that may
change from time to time. In such case it is quite reasonable to devote a
conspicuous amount of time to the exact solution of the traveling salesman
problem on the set S and then to reoptimize the solution whenever the
modified instance is known, with a (hopefully) very small computational
e#ort.

To make the concept more precise let us consider the following simple
example (Max Weighted Sat): Let ! be a Boolean formula in conjunctive
normal form, consisting of m weighted clauses over n variables, and let us
suppose we know a truth assignment " such that the weight of the clauses
satisfied by " is maximum; let this weight be W . Suppose that now a new
clause c with weight w over the same set of variables is provided and that we
have to find a “good” although possibly not optimum truth assignment " "

for the new formula !" = !!c. A very simple heuristic can always guarantee
a 1/2 approximate truth assignment in constant time. The heuristic is the
following: If W " w then put " " = " , otherwise take as " " any truth
assignment that satisfies c. It is easy to see that, in any case, the weight
provided by this heuristic will be at least 1/2 of the optimum.

Actually the reoptimization concept is not new. A similar approach
has been applied since the early 1980s to some polynomial time solvable
optimization problems such as minimum spanning tree [16] and shortest
path [14, 32] with the aim to maintain the optimum solution of the given
problem under input modification (say elimination or insertion of an edge
or update of an edge weight). A big research e#ort devoted to the study of
e!cient algorithms for the dynamic maintenance of the optimum solution
of polynomial time solvable optimization problems followed the first results.
A typical example of this successful line of research has been the design of
algorithms for the partially or fully dynamic maintenance of a minimum
spanning tree in a graph under edge insertion and/or edge elimination [12,
22] where at any update, the computation of the new optimum solution
requires at most O(n1/3 logn) amortized time per operation, much less
than recomputing the optimum solution from scratch.

A completely di#erent picture arises when we apply the concept of reop-
timization to NP-hard optimization problems. In fact, reoptimization pro-
vides very di#erent results when applied to polynomial time optimization
problems with respect to what happens in the case of NP-hard problems.
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In the case of NP-hard optimization problems, unless P=NP polynomial
time reoptimization algorithms can only help us to obtain approximate
solutions, since if we knew how to maintain an optimum solution under
input updates, we could solve the problem optimally in polynomial time
(see Section 4.3.1).

The application of the reoptimization computation paradigm to NP-
hard optimization problems is hence aimed at two possible directions: ei-
ther at achieving an approximate solution of better quality than we would
have obtained without knowing the optimum solution of the base instance,
or achieving an approximate solution of the same quality but at a lower
computational cost (as is the case in our previous example).

In the first place the reoptimization model has been applied to classical
NP-hard optimization problems such as scheduling (see Bartusch et al. [6],
Schä#ter [34], or Bartusch et al. [7] for practical applications). More re-
cently it has been applied to various other NP-hard problems such as Steiner
Tree [9, 13] or the Traveling Salesman Problem [1, 5, 8]. In this chapter
we will discuss some general issues concerning reoptimization of NP-hard
optimization problems and we will review some of the most interesting ap-
plications.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 4.2 we provide
basic definitions concerning complexity and approximability of optimiza-
tion problems and we show simple preliminary results. Then in Section
4.3 the computational power of reoptimization is discussed and results con-
cerning the reoptimization of various NP-hard optimization problems are
shown. Finally Section 4.4 is devoted to the application of the reoptimiza-
tion concept to a variety of vehicle routing problems. While most of the
results contained in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 derive from the literature,
it is worth noting that a few of the presented results – those for which no
reference is given – appear in this paper for the first time.

4.2. Basic Definitions and Results

In order to characterize the performance of reoptimization algorithms and
analyze their application to specific problems we have to provide first a basic
introduction to the class of NP optimization problems (NPO problems) and
to the notion of approximation algorithms and approximation classes. For
a more extensive presentation of the theory of approximation the reader
can refer to [4].
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Definition 4.1. An NP optimization (NPO) problem " is defined as a
four-tuple (I, Sol,m, opt) such that:

• I is the set of instances of " and it can be recognized in polynomial
time;

• given I # I, Sol(I) denotes the set of feasible solutions of I; for every
S # Sol(I), |S| (the size of S) is polynomial in |I| (the size of I); given
any I and any S polynomial in |I|, one can decide in polynomial time
if S # Sol(I);

• given I # I and S # Sol(I), m(I, S) denotes the value of S; m is
polynomially computable and is commonly called objective function;

• opt # {min,max} indicates the type of optimization problem.

As it is well known, several relevant optimization problems, known as
NP-hard problems, are intrinsically di!cult and no solution algorithms run-
ning in polynomial time are known for such problems. For the solution of
NP-hard problems we have to resort to approximation algorithms, which in
polynomial time provide a suboptimal solution of guaranteed quality.

Let us briefly recall the basic definitions regarding approximation algo-
rithms and the most important approximation classes of NPO problems.

Given an NPO problem " = (I, Sol,m, opt), an optimum solution of an
instance I of " is denoted S!(I) and its measure m(I, S!(I)) is denoted
opt(I).

Definition 4.2. Given an NPO problem " = (I, Sol,m, opt), an approxi-
mation algorithm A is an algorithm that, given an instance I of ", returns
a feasible solution S # Sol(I).

If A runs in polynomial time with respect to |I|, A is called a polynomial
time approximation algorithm for ".

The quality of an approximation algorithm is usually measured as the
ratio #A(I), approximation ratio, between the value of the approximate so-
lution, m(I, A(I)), and the value of the optimum solution opt(I). For mini-
mization problems, therefore, the approximation ratio is in [1,$), while for
maximization problems it is in [0, 1]. According to the quality of approxi-
mation algorithms that can be designed for their solution, NPO problems
can be classified as follows:

Definition 4.3. An NPO problem " belongs to the class APX if there
exists a polynomial time approximation algorithm A and a rational value
r such that, given any instance I of ", #A(I) ! r (resp. #A(I) " r) if " is
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a minimization problem (resp. a maximization problem). In such case A is
called an r-approximation algorithm.

Examples of combinatorial optimization problems belonging to the class
APX are Max Weighted Sat, Min Vertex Cover, and Min Metric TSP.

For particular problems in APX a stronger form of approximability can
indeed be shown. For such problems, given any rational r > 1 (or r #
(0, 1) for a maximization problem), there exists an algorithm Ar and a
suitable polynomial pr such that Ar is an r-approximation algorithm whose
running time is bounded by pr as a function of |I|. The family of algorithms
Ar parametrized by r is called a polynomial time approximation scheme
(PTAS).

Definition 4.4. An NPO problem " belongs to the class PTAS if it admits
a polynomial time approximation scheme Ar.

Examples of combinatorial optimization problems belonging to the class
PTAS are Min Partitioning, Max Independent Set on Planar Graphs, and
Min Euclidean TSP.

Notice that in the definition of PTAS, the running time of Ar is poly-
nomial in the size of the input, but it may be exponential (or worse) in
the inverse of |r % 1|. A better situation arises when the running time is
polynomial in both the input size and the inverse of |r % 1|. In the favor-
able case when this happens, the algorithm is called a fully polynomial time
approximation scheme (FPTAS).

Definition 4.5. An NPO problem " belongs to the class FPTAS if it admits
a fully polynomial time approximation scheme.

It is important to observe that, under the (reasonable) hypothesis that
P &= NP, it is possible to prove that FPTAS ! PTAS ! APX ! NPO.

4.3. Reoptimization of NP-hard Optimization Problem

As explained in the introduction, the reoptimization setting leads to inter-
esting optimization problems for which the complexity properties and the
existence of good approximation algorithms have to be investigated. This
section deals with this question, and is divided into two parts: In Sub-
section 4.3.1, we give some general considerations on these reoptimization
problems, both on the positive side (obtaining good approximate solutions)
and on the negative side (hardness of reoptimization). In Subsection 4.3.2,
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we survey some results achieved on reoptimizing three well-known prob-
lems (the Min Steiner Tree problem, a scheduling problem, and the Max
Knapsack problem).

4.3.1. General properties

As mentioned previously, if one wishes to get an approximate solution on
the perturbed instance, she/he can compute it by applying directly, from
scratch, a known approximation algorithm for the problem dealt (on the
modified instance). In other words, reoptimizing is at least as easy as
approximating. The goal of reoptimization is to determine if it is possible
to fruitfully use our knowledge on the initial instance in order to:

• either achieve better approximation ratios;
• or devise much faster algorithms;
• or both!

In this section, we present some general results dealing with reopti-
mization properties of some NPO problems. We first focus on a class of
hereditary problems, then we discuss the di#erences between weighted and
unweighted versions of classical problems, and finally present some ways to
achieve hardness results in reoptimization.

Of course, many types of problems can be considered, and for each of
them many ways to modify the instances might be investigated. We mainly
focus here on graph problems where a modification consists of adding a new
vertex on the instance, but show with various examples that the approaches
we present are also valid in many other cases.

4.3.1.1. Hereditary problems

We say that a property on graphs is hereditary if the following holds: If
G = (V,E) satisfies this property, then for any V " ' V , the subgraph G[V "]
induced by V " verifies the property. Following this definition, for instance,
being independent a, being bipartite, or being planar are three hereditary
properties. Now, let us define problems based on hereditary properties.

Definition 4.6. We call Hered the class of problems consisting, given a
vertex-weighted graph G = (V,E,w), of finding a subset of vertices S (i)
such that G[S] satisfies a given hereditary property (ii) that maximizes
w(S) =

!
v#S w(v).

ai.e. having no edge.
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Hereditary problems have been studied before as a natural generaliza-
tion of important combinatorial problems [27]. For instance, Max Weighted
Independent Set, Max Weighted Bipartite Subgraph, Max Weighted Planar
Subgraph are three famous problems in Hered that correspond to the three
hereditary properties given above.

For all these problems, we have a simple reoptimization strategy that
achieves a ratio 1/2, based on the same idea used in the introduction. Note
that this is a huge improvement for some problems respect to their ap-
proximability properties; for instance, it is well known that Max Weighted
Independent Set is not approximable within any constant ratio, if P &= NPb.

Theorem 4.1. Let " be a problem in Hered. Under a vertex insertion,
reoptimizing " is approximable within ratio 1/2 (in constant time).

Proof. Let I = (G,w) be the initial instance of ", I " = (G", w") be the
final instance (a new vertex v has been inserted), S! be an optimum solution
on I, and S!

I! be an optimum solution on I ". Notice that w"(u) = w(u) for
all u &= v.

Getting a 1/2-approximate solution is very easy: just consider the best
solution among S! and (if feasible) S1 := {v}. Solution S! is feasible by
heritability. We can also assume S1 feasible, as otherwise by heritability
no feasible solution can include v, and S! must be optimal. Finally, by
heritability, S!

I! \ {v} is a feasible solution on the initial instance. Then,
w"(S!

I!) ( w"(S!) + w"(v) = w"(S!) + w"(S1) ( 2max(w"(S!), w"(S1)). #

Now, let us try to outperform this trivial ratio 1/2. A first idea that
comes to mind is to improve the solution S1 of the previous proof since
it only contains one vertex. In particular, one can think of applying an
approximation algorithm on the “remaining instance after taking v”. Con-
sider for instance Max Weighted Independent Set, and revisit the proof of
the previous property. If S!

I! does not take the new vertex v, then our
initial solution S! is optimum. If S!

I! takes v, then consider the remaining
instance Iv after having removed v and its neighbors. Suppose that we have
a #-approximate solution S2 on this instance Iv. Then S2){v} is a feasible
solution of weight:

w(S2 ) {v}) " #(w(S!
I! )% w(v)) + w(v) = #w(S!

I!) + (1% #)w(v). (4.1)

On the other hand, of course :

w(S!) " w(S!
I!)% w(v). (4.2)

bAnd not even within ratio n1#! for any ! > 0, under the same hypothesis [37].
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If we output the best solution S among S! and S2 ) {v}, then, by adding
equations (4.1) and (4.2) with coe!cients 1 and (1% #), we get:

w(S) " 1

2% #
w(S!

I!).

Note that this ratio is always better than #.
This technique is actually quite general and applies to many problems

(not only graph problems and maximization problems). We illustrate this
on two well-known problems: Max Weighted Sat (Theorem 4.2) and Min
Vertex Cover (Theorem 4.3). We will also use it for Max Knapsack in
Section 4.3.2.

Theorem 4.2. Under the insertion of a clause, reoptimizing MaxWeighted
Sat is approximable within ratio 0.81.

Proof. Let ! be a conjunction of clauses over a set of binary variables,
each clause being given with a weight, and let "!(!) be an initial optimum
solution. Let !" := ! ! c be the final formula, where the new clause c =
l1 * l2 * . . . * lk (where li is either a variable or its negation) has weight
w(c).

We consider k solutions "i, i = 1, . . . , k. Each "i is built as follows:

• We set li to true;
• We replace in ! each occurrence of li and li with its value;
• We apply a #-approximation algorithm on the remaining instance (note
that the clause c is already satisfied); together with li, this is a partic-
ular solution "i.

Then, our reoptimization algorithm outputs the best solution " among
"!(!) and the "is.

As previously, if the optimum solution "!(!") on the final instance does
not satisfy c, then "!(!) is optimum. Otherwise, at least one literal in c,
say li, is true in "!(!"). Then, it is easy to see that

w("i) " #(w("!(!"))% w(c)) + w(c) = #w("!(!")) + (1% #)w(c).

On the other hand, w("!(!)) " w("!(!")) % w(c), and the following
result follows:

w(") " 1

2% #
w("!(!")).

The fact that Max Weighted Sat is approximable within ratio # = 0.77 [3]
concludes the proof. #
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It is worth noticing that the same ratio (1/(2 % #)) is achievable for
other satisfiability or constraint satisfaction problems. For instance, using
the result of Johnson [24], reoptimizing Max Weighted E3SATc when a new
clause is inserted is approximable within ratio 8/9.

Let us now focus on a minimization problem, namely Min Vertex Cover.
Given a vertex-weighted graph G = (V,E,w), the goal in this problem is
to find a subset V " ' V such that (i) every edge e # E is incident to at
least one vertex in V ", and (ii) the global weight of V ", that is,

!
v#V ! w(v)

is minimized.

Theorem 4.3. Under a vertex insertion, reoptimizing Min Vertex Cover is
approximable within ratio 3/2.

Proof. Let v denote the new vertex and S! the initial given solution.
Then, S! ) {v} is a vertex cover on the final instance. If S!

I! takes v, then
S! ) {v} is optimum.

From now on, suppose that S!
I! does not take v. Then it has to take all

its neighbors N(v). S! ) N(v) is a feasible solution on the final instance.
Since w(S!) ( w(S!

I!), we get:

w(S! )N(v)) ( w(S!
I! ) + w(N(v)). (4.3)

Then, as for Max Weighted Independent Set, consider the following feasible
solution S1:

• Take all the neighbors N(v) of v in S1;
• Remove v and its neighbors from the graph;
• Apply a #-approximation algorithm on the remaining graph and add
these vertices to S1.

Since we are in the case where S!
I! does not take v, it has to take all its

neighbors, and finally:

w(S1) ( #(w(S!
I!)%w(N(v)))+w(N(v)) = #w(S!

I!)%(#%1)w(N(v)). (4.4)

Of course, we take the best solution S among S! )N(v) and S1. Then, a
convex combination of equations (4.3) and (4.4) leads to:

w(S) ( 2#% 1

#
w(S!

I!).

The results follows since Min Vertex Cover is well known to be approximable
within ratio 2. #
cRestriction of Max Weighted Sat when all clauses contain exactly three literals.
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To conclude this section, we point out that these results can be general-
ized when several vertices are inserted. Indeed, if a constant number k > 1
of vertices are added, one can reach the same ratio with similar arguments
by considering all the 2k possible subsets of new vertices in order to find
the ones that will belong to the new optimum solution. This brute force
algorithm is still very fast for small constant k, which is the case in the
reoptimization setting with slight modifications of the instance.

4.3.1.2. Unweighted problems

In the previous subsection, we considered the general cases where vertices
(or clauses) have a weight. It is well known that all the problems we
focused on are already NP-hard in the unweighted case, i.e. when all ver-
tices/clauses receive weight 1. In this (very common) case, the previous
approximation results on reoptimization can be easily improved. Indeed,
since only one vertex is inserted, the initial optimum solution has an abso-
lute error of at most one on the final instance, i.e.:

|S!| " |S!
I! |% 1.

Then, in some sense we don’t really need to reoptimize since S! is
already a very good solution on the final instance (note also that since
the reoptimization problem is NP-hard, we cannot get rid of the constant
%1). Dealing with approximation ratio, we derive from this remark, with
a standard technique, the following result:

Theorem 4.4. Under a vertex insertion, reoptimizing any unweighted
problem in Hered admits a PTAS.

Proof. Let $ > 0, and set k = +1/$,. We consider the following algo-
rithm:

(1) Test all the subsets of V of size at most k, and let S1 be the largest
one such that G[S1] satisfies the hereditary property;

(2) Output the largest solution S between S1 and S!.

Then, if S!
I! has size at most 1/$, we found it in step 1. Otherwise, |S!

I! | "
1/$ and:

|S!|
|S!

I! |
" |S!

I! |% 1

|S!
I! |

" 1% $.

Of course, the algorithm is polynomial as long as $ is a constant. #
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In other words, the PTAS is derived from two properties: the absolute
error of 1, and the fact that problems considered are simple. Following [30],
a problem is called simple if, given any fixed constant k, it is polynomial to
determine whether the optimum solution has value at most k (maximiza-
tion) or not.

This result easily extends to other simple problems, such as Min Vertex
Cover, for instance. It also generalizes when several (a constant number
of) vertices are inserted, instead of only 1.

However, it is interesting to notice that, for some other (unweighted)
problems, while the absolute error 1 still holds, we cannot derive a PTAS as
in Theorem 4.4 because they are not simple. One of the most famous such
problems is the Min Coloring problem. In this problem, given a graph G =
(V,E), one wishes to partition V into a minimum number of independent
sets (called colors) V1, . . . , Vk. When a new vertex is inserted, an absolute
error 1 can be easily achieved while reoptimizing. Indeed, consider the
initial coloring and add a new color which contains only the newly inserted
vertex. Then this coloring has an absolute error of 1 since a coloring on the
final graph cannot use fewer colors than an optimum coloring on the initial
instance.

However, deciding whether a graph can be colored with 3 colors is an
NP-hard problem. In other words, Min Coloring is not simple. We will
discuss the consequence of this fact in the section on hardness of reopti-
mization.

To conclude this section, we stress the fact that there exist, obviously,
many problems that do not involve weights and for which the initial opti-
mum solution cannot be directly transformed into a solution on the final
instance with absolute error 1. Finding the longest cycle in a graph is such
a problem: adding a new vertex may change considerably the size of an
optimum solution.

4.3.1.3. Hardness of reoptimization

As mentioned earlier, the fact that we are interested in slight modifications
of an instance on which we have an optimum solution makes the problem
somehow simpler, but unfortunately does not generally allow a jump in
complexity. In other words, reoptimizing is generally NP-hard when the
underlying problem is NP-hard.

In some cases, the proof of NP-hardness is immediate. For instance,
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consider a graph problem where modifications consists of inserting a new
vertex. Suppose that we had an optimum reoptimization algorithm for this
problem. Then, starting from the empty graph, and adding the vertices one
by one, we could find an optimum solution on any graph on n vertices by us-
ing iteratively n times the reoptimization algorithm. Hence, the underlying
problem would be polynomial. In conclusion, the reoptimization version is
also NP-hard when the underlying problem is NP-hard. This argument is
also valid for other problems under other kinds of modifications. Actually,
it is valid as soon as, for any instance I, there is a polynomial-time solvable
instance I " (the empty graph in our example) that can be generated in poly-
nomial time and such that a polynomial number of modifications transform
I " into I.

In other cases, the hardness does not directly follow from this argument,
and a usual polynomial time reduction has to be provided. This situation
occurs, for instance, in graph problems where the modification consists of
deleting a vertex. As we will see later, such hardness proofs have been
given, for instance, for some vehicle routing problems (in short, VRP).

Let us now focus on the hardness of approximation in the reoptimization
setting. As we have seen in particular in Theorem 4.4, the knowledge of the
initial optimum solution may help considerably in finding an approximate
solution on the final instance. In other words, it seems quite hard to prove a
lower bound on reoptimization. And in fact, few results have been obtained
so far.

One method is to transform the reduction used in the proof of NP-
hardness to get an inapproximability bound. Though more di!cult than
in the usual setting, such proofs have been provided for reoptimization
problems, in particular for VRP problems, mainly by introducing very large
distances (see Section 4.4).

Let us now go back to Min Coloring. As we have said, it is NP-hard to
determine whether a graph is colorable with 3 colors or not. In the usual
setting, this leads to an inapproximability bound of 4/3% $ for any $ > 0.
Indeed, an approximation algorithm within ratio # = 4/3 % $ would allow
us to distinguish between 3-colorable graphs and graphs for which we need
at least 4 colors. Now, we can show that this result remains true for the
reoptimization of the problem:

Theorem 4.5. Under a vertex insertion, reoptimizing Min Coloring cannot
be approximated within a ratio 4/3% $, for any $ > 0.
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Proof. The proof is actually quite straightforward. Assume you have
such a reoptimization algorithm A within a ratio # = 4/3%$. LetG = (V,E)
be a graph with V = {v1, · · · , vn}. We consider the subgraphs Gi of G
induced by Vi = {v1, v2, · · · , vi} (in particular Gn = G). Suppose that
you have a 3-coloring of Gi, and insert vi+1. If Gi+1 is 3-colorable, then
A outputs a 3-coloring. Moreover, if Gi is not 3-colorable, then neither is
Gi+1. Hence, starting from the empty graph, and iteratively applying A,
we get a 3-coloring of Gi if and only if Gi is 3-colorable. Eventually, we are
able to determine whether G is 3-colorable or not. #

This proof is based on the fact that Min Coloring is not simple (ac-
cording to the definition previously given). A similar argument, leading
to inapproximability results in reoptimization, can be applied to other non
simple problems (under other modifications). It has been in particular
applied to a scheduling problem (see Section 4.3.2).

For other optimization problems however, such as MinTSP in the metric
case, finding a lower bound in approximability (if any!) seems a challenging
task.

Let us finally mention another kind of negative result. In the reopti-
mization setting, we look somehow for a possible stability when slight modi-
fications occur on the instance. We try to measure how much the knowledge
of a solution on the initial instance helps to solve the final one. Hence, it
is natural to wonder whether one can find a good solution in the “neigh-
borhood” of the initial optimum solution, or if one has to change almost
everything. Do neighboring instances have neighboring optimum/good so-
lutions? As an answer to these questions, several results show that, for
several problems, approximation algorithms that only “slightly” modify
the initial optimum solution cannot lead to good approximation ratios. For
instance, for reoptimizing MinTSP in the metric case, if you want a ratio
better than 3/2 (guaranteed by a simple heuristic), then you have to change
(on some instances) a significant part of your initial solution [5]. This kind
of result, weaker than an inapproximability bound, provides information on
the stability under modifications and lower bounds on classes of algorithms.

4.3.2. Results on some particular problems

In the previous section, we gave some general considerations on the reop-
timization of NP-hard optimization problems. The results that have been
presented follow, using simple methods, from the structural properties of
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the problem dealt with and/or from known approximation results. We now
focus on particular problems for which specific methods have been devised,
and briefly mention, without proofs, the main results obtained so far. We
concentrate on the Min Steiner Tree problem, on a scheduling problem, and
on the Max Knapsack problem. Vehicle routing problems, which concen-
trated a large attention in reoptimization, deserve, in our opinion, a full
section (Section 4.4), in which we also provide some of the most interesting
proofs in the literature together with a few new results.

4.3.2.1. Min Steiner Tree

The Min Steiner Tree problem is a generalization of the Min Spanning Tree
problem where only a subset of vertices (called terminal vertices) have to
be spanned. Formally, we are given a graph G = (V,E), a non-negative
distance d(e) for any e # E, and a subset R ' V of terminal vertices.
The goal is to connect the terminal vertices with a minimum global dis-
tance, i.e. to find a tree T ' E that spans all vertices in R and minimizes
d(T ) =

!
e#T d(e). It is generally assumed that the graph is complete, and

the distance function is metric (i.e. d(x, y) + d(y, z) " d(x, z) for any ver-
tices x, y, z): indeed, the general problem reduces to this case by initially
computing shortest paths between pairs of vertices.

Min Steiner Tree is one of the most famous network design optimization
problems. It is NP-hard, and has been studied intensively from an approx-
imation viewpoint (see [18] for a survey on these results). The best known
ratio obtained so far is 1 + ln(3)/2 - 1.55 [31].

Reoptimization versions of this problem have been studied with modi-
fications on the vertex set [9, 13]. In Esco!er et al. [13], the modification
consists of the insertion of a new vertex. The authors study the cases where
the new vertex is terminal or non-terminal.

Theorem 4.6 ([13]). When a new vertex is inserted (either terminal or
not), then reoptimizing the Min Steiner Tree problem can be approximated
within ratio 3/2.
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Moreover, the result has been generalized to the case in which several
vertices are inserted. Interestingly, when p non-terminal vertices are in-
serted, then reoptimizing the problem is still 3/2-approximable (but the
running time grows very fast with p). On the other hand, when terminal
vertices are added, the obtained ratio decreases (but the running time re-
mains very low). The strategies consist, roughly speaking, of merging the
initial optimum solution with Steiner trees computed on the set of new
vertices and/or terminal vertices. The authors tackle also the case where
a vertex is removed from the vertex set, and provide a lower bound for a
particular class of algorithms.

Böckenhauer et al. [9] consider a di#erent instance modification. Rather
than inserting/deleting a vertex, the authors consider the case where the
status of a vertex changes: either a terminal vertex becomes non-terminal,
or vice versa. The obtained ratio is also 3/2.

Theorem 4.7 ([9]). When the status (terminal / non-terminal) of a ver-
tex changes, then reoptimizing the Min Steiner Tree problem can be approx-
imated within ratio 3/2.

Moreover, they exhibit a case where this ratio can be improved. When
all the distances between vertices are in {1, 2, · · · , r}, for a fixed constant
r, then reoptimizing Min Steiner Tree (when changing the status of one
vertex) is still NP-hard but admits a PTAS.

Note that in both cases (changing the status of a vertex or adding a
new vertex), no inapproximability results have been achieved, and this is
an interesting open question.

4.3.2.2. Scheduling

Due to practical motivations, it is not surprising that scheduling problems
received attention dealing with the reconstruction of a solution (often called
rescheduling) after an instance modification, such as a machine breakdown,
an increase of a job processing time, etc. Several works have been proposed
to provide a sensitivity analysis of these problems under such modifica-
tions. A typical question is to determine under which modifications and/or
conditions the initial schedule remains optimal. We refer the reader to the
comprehensive article [20] where the main results achieved in this field are
presented.
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Dealing with the reoptimization setting we develop in this chapter,
Schä#ter [34] proposes interesting results on a problem of scheduling with
forbidden sets. In this problem, we have a set of jobs V = {v1, · · · , vn},
each job having a processing time. The jobs can be scheduled in parallel
(the number of machines is unbounded), but there is a set of constraints
on these parallel schedules: A constraint is a set F ' V of jobs that cannot
be scheduled in parallel (all of them at the same time). Then, given a set
F = {F1, · · · , Fk} of constraints, the goal is to find a schedule that respects
each constraint and that minimizes the latest completion time (makespan).
Many situations can be modeled this way, such as the m-Machine Prob-
lem (for fixed m), hence the problem is NP-complete (and even hard to
approximate).

Schä#ter considers reoptimization when either a new constraint F is
added to F , or a constraint Fi # F disappears. Using reductions from the
Set Splitting problem and from the Min Coloring problem, he achieves the
following inapproximability results:

Theorem 4.8 ([34]). If P &= NP, for any $ > 0, reoptimizing the schedul-
ing with forbidden sets problem is inapproximable within ratio 3/2%$ under
a constraint insertion, and inapproximable within ratio 4/3%$ under a con-
straint deletion.

Under a constraint insertion Schä#ter also provides a reoptimization
strategy that achieves approximation ratio 3/2, thus matching the lower
bound of Theorem 4.8. It consists of a simple local modification of the
initial scheduling, by shifting one task (at the end of the schedule) in order
to ensure that the new constraint is satisfied.

4.3.2.3. Max Knapsack

In the Max Knapsack problem, we are given a set of n objects O =
{o1, . . . , on}, and a capacity B. Each object has a weight wi and a value
vi. The goal is to choose a subset O" of objects that maximizes the global
value

!
oi#O! vi but that respects the capacity constraint

!
oi#O! wi ( B.

This problem is (weakly) NP-hard, but admits an FPTAS [23].
Obviously, the reoptimization version admits an FPTAS too. Thus,
Archetti et al. [2] are interested in using classical approximation algorithms
for Max Knapsack to derive reoptimization algorithms with better approx-
imation ratios but with the same running time. The modifications consid-
ered consist of the insertion of a new object in the instance.
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Though not being a graph problem, it is easy to see that the Max
Knapsack problem satisfies the required properties of heritability given in
Section 4.3.1 (paragraph on hereditary problems). Hence, the reoptimiza-
tion version is 1/2-approximable in constant time; moreover, if we have
a #-approximation algorithm, then the reoptimization strategy presented
in Section 4.3.1 has ratio 1

2$! [2]. Besides, Archetti et al. [2] show that
this bound is tight for several classical approximation algorithms for Max
Knapsack.

Finally, studying the issue of sensitivity presented earlier, they show
that any reoptimization algorithm that does not consider objects discarded
by the initial optimum solution cannot have ratio better than 1/2.

4.4. Reoptimization of Vehicle Routing Problems

In this section we survey several results concerning the reoptimization of
vehicle routing problems under di#erent kinds of perturbations. In particu-
lar, we focus on several variants of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP),
which we define below.

The TSP is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem that has
been the subject of extensive studies – here we only refer the interested
reader to the monographs by Lawler et al. [26] and Gutin and Punnen [19].
The TSP has been used since the inception of combinatorial optimization
as a testbed for experimenting a whole array of algorithmic paradigms and
techniques, so it is just natural to also consider it from the point of view of
reoptimization.

Definition 4.7. An instance In of the Traveling Salesman Problem is given
by the distance between every pair of n nodes in the form of an n.n matrix
d, where d(i, j) # Z+ for all 1 ( i, j ( n. A feasible solution for In is a
tour, that is, a directed cycle spanning the node set N := {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Notice that we have not defined an objective function yet; so far we
have only specified the structure of instances and feasible solutions. There
are several possibilities for the objective function and each of them gives
rise to a di#erent optimization problem. We need a few definitions. The
weight of a tour T is the quantity w(T ) :=

!
(i,j)#T d(i, j). The latency of

a node i # N with respect to a given tour T is the total distance along the
cycle T from node 1 to node i. The latency of T , denoted by %(T ), is the
sum of the latencies of the nodes of T .
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Table 4.1. Best known results on the approximability of the standard and
reoptimization versions of vehicle routing problems (AR = approximation ra-
tio, !+ = vertex insertion, !! = vertex deletion, !± = distance variation).
Problem ! AR(!) Ref. AR(!+) AR(!!)AR(!±) Ref.

Min TSP unbounded [33] unb. unb. unb. [5, 8]
Min MTSP 1.5 [11] 1.34 - 1.4 [1, 9]
Min ATSP O(logn) [15] 2 2 - this work
Max TSP 0.6 [25] 0.66! O(n#1) - - this work
Max MTSP 0.875 [21] 1! O(n#1/2) - - [5]
MLP 3.59 [10] 3 - - this work

The matrix d obeys the triangle inequality if for all i, j, k # N we have
d(i, j) ( d(i, k)+d(k, j). The matrix d is said to be a metric if it obeys the
triangle inequality and d(i, j) = d(j, i) for all i, j # N .

In the rest of the section we will consider the following problems:

(1) Minimum Traveling Salesman Problem (Min TSP): find a tour of min-
imum weight;

(2) MinimumMetric TSP (Min MTSP): restriction of Min TSP to the case
when d is a metric;

(3) Minimum Asymmetric TSP (Min ATSP): restriction of Min TSP to
the case when d obeys the triangle inequality;

(4) Maximum TSP (Max TSP): find a tour of maximum weight;
(5) Maximum Metric TSP (Max MTSP): restriction of Max TSP to the

case when d is a metric;
(6) Minimum Latency Problem (MLP): find a tour of minimum latency; d

is assumed to be a metric.

TSP-like problems other than those above have also been considered in
the literature from the point of view of reoptimization; in particular, see
Böckenhauer et al. [8] for a hardness result on the TSP with deadlines.

Given a vehicle routing problem " from the above list, we will consider
the following reoptimization variants, each corresponding to a di#erent type
of perturbation of the instance: insertion of a node ("+), deletion of a node
("%), and variation of a single entry of the matrix d ("±).

In the following, we will sometimes refer to the initial problem " as
the static problem. In Table 4.1 we summarize the approximability results
known for the static and reoptimization versions of the problems above
under these types of perturbations.
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Some simple solution methods are common to several of the problems
we study in this section. We define here two such methods; they will be
used in the remainder of the section.

Algorithm 1 (Nearest Insertion). Given an instance In+1 and a tour
T on the set {1, . . . , n}, find a node i! # argmin1%i%n d(i, n+1). Obtain the
solution by inserting node n+ 1 either immediately before or immediately
after i! in the tour (depending on which of these two solutions is best).

Algorithm 2 (Best Insertion). Given an instance In+1 and a tour T on
the set {1, . . . , n}, find a pair (i!, j!) # argmin(i,j)#T d(i, n + 1) + d(n +
1, j)% d(i, j). Obtain the solution by inserting node n+ 1 between i! and
j! in the tour.

4.4.1. The Minimum Traveling Salesman Problem

4.4.1.1. The general case

We start by considering the Min TSP. It is well known that in the standard
setting the problem is very hard to approximate in the sense that it can-
not be approximated within any factor that is polynomial in the number
of nodes [33]. It turns out that the same result also holds for the reopti-
mization versions of the problem, which shows that in this particular case
the extra information available through the optimal solution to the original
instance does not help at all.

Theorem 4.9 ([5, 8]). Let p be a polynomial. Then each of Min TSP+,
Min TSP%, and Min TSP± is not 2p(n)-approximable, unless P=NP.

Proof. We only give the proof for Min TSP%; the other proofs follow a
similar approach. We use the so-called gap technique from Sahni and Gon-
zales [33]. Consider the following problem, Restricted Hamiltonian Cycle
(RHC): Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and a Hamiltonian path P
between two nodes a and b in G, determine whether there exists a Hamilto-
nian cycle in G. This problem is known to be NP-complete [28]. We prove
the claim of the theorem by showing that any approximation algorithm for
Min TSP% with ratio 2p(n) can be used to solve RHC in polynomial time.

Consider an instance of RHC, that is, a graph G = (V,E) on n nodes,
two nodes a, b # V and a Hamiltonian path P from a to b. Without loss
of generality we can assume that V = {1, . . . , n}. We can construct in
polynomial time the following TSP instance In+1 on node set {1, . . . , n, n+
1}:
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- d(i, j) = 1 if (i, j) # E;
- d(n+ 1, a) = d(b, n+ 1) = 1;
- all other entries of the matrix d have value 2p(n) · n+ 1.

Since all entries are at least 1, the tour T !
n+1 := P ) {(b, n+ 1), (n+ 1, a)}

is an optimum solution of In+1, with weight w(T !
n+1) = n + 1. Thus,

(In+1, T !
n+1) is an instance of Min TSP%. Let T !

n be an optimum solution
of instance In. Then w(T !

n) = n if and only if G has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Finally, a 2p(n)-approximation algorithm for Min TSP% allows us to decide
whether w(T !

n ) = n. #

4.4.1.2. Minimum Metric TSP

In the previous section we have seen that no constant-factor approximation
algorithm exists for reoptimizing the Minimum TSP in its full generality.
To obtain such a result, we are forced to restrict the problem somehow.
A very interesting case for many applications is when the matrix d is a
metric, that is, the Min MTSP. This problem admits a 3/2-approximation
algorithm, due to Christofides [11], and it is currently open whether this
factor can be improved. Interestingly, it turns out that the reoptimization
version Min MTSP+ is (at least if one considers the currently best known
algorithms) easier than the static problem: It allows a 4/3-approximation –
although, again, we do not know whether even this factor may be improved
via a more sophisticated approach.

Theorem 4.10 ([5]). Min MTSP+ is approximable within ratio 4/3.

Proof. The algorithm used to prove the upper bound is a simple combi-
nation of Nearest Insertion and of the well-known algorithm by Christofides
[11]; namely, both algorithms are executed and the solution returned is the
one having the lower weight.

Consider an optimum solution T !
n+1 of the final instance In+1, and the

solution T !
n available for the initial instance In. Let i and j be the two

neighbors of vertex n + 1 in T !
n+1, and let T1 be the tour obtained from

T !
n with the Nearest Insertion rule. Furthermore, let v! be the vertex in

{1, . . . , n} whose distance to n+ 1 is the smallest.
Using the triangle inequality, we easily get w(T1) ( w(T !

n+1)+2d(v!, n+
1) where, by definition of v!, d(v!, n+1) = min{d(k, n+1) : k = 1, . . . , n}.
Thus

w(T1) ( w(T !
n+1) + 2max(d(i, n+ 1), d(j, n+ 1)). (4.5)
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Now consider the algorithm of Christofides applied on In+1. This gives
a tour T2 of length at most (1/2)w(T !

n+1) +MST(In+1), where MST(In+1)
is the weight of a minimum spanning tree on In+1. Note that MST(In+1) (
w(T !

n+1)%max(d(i, n+ 1), d(j, n+ 1)). Hence

w(T2) (
3

2
w(T !

n+1)%max(d(i, n+ 1), d(j, n+ 1)). (4.6)

The result now follows by combining equations (4.5) and (4.6), because
the weight of the solution given by the algorithm is min(w(T1), w(T2)) (
(1/3)w(T1) + (2/3)w(T2) ( (4/3)w(T !

n+1). #

The above result can be generalized to the case when more than a
single vertex is added in the perturbed instance. Let Min MTSP+k be the
corresponding problem when k vertices are added. Then it is possible to
give the following result, which gives a trade-o# between the number of
added vertices and the quality of the approximation guarantee.

Theorem 4.11 ([5]). For any k " 1, Min MTSP+k is approximable
within ratio 3/2% 1/(4k + 2).

Reoptimization under variation of a single entry of the distance ma-
trix (that is, problem Min MTSP±) has been considered by Böcken-
hauer et al. [9].

Theorem 4.12 ([9]). Min MTSP± is approximable within ratio 7/5.

4.4.1.3. Minimum Asymmetric TSP

The Minimum Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem is another variant
of the TSP that is of interest for applications, as it generalizes the Metric
TSP. Unfortunately, in the static case there seems to be a qualitative di#er-
ence with respect to the approximability of Minimum Metric TSP: While in
the latter case a constant approximation is possible, for Min ATSP the best
known algorithms give an approximation ratio of $(log n). The first such
algorithm was described by Frieze et al. [17] and has an approximation guar-
antee of log2 n. The currently best algorithm is due to Feige and Singh [15]
and gives approximation (2/3) log2 n. The existence of a constant approxi-
mation for Min ATSP is an important open problem.

Turning now to reoptimization, there exists a non-negligible gap be-
tween the approximability of the static version and of the reoptimiza-
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tion version. In fact, reoptimization drastically simplifies the picture:
Min ATSP+ is approximable within ratio 2, as we proceed to show.

Theorem 4.13. Min ATSP+ is approximable within ratio 2.

Proof. The algorithm used to establish the upper bound is extremely
simple: just add the new vertex between an arbitrarily chosen pair of con-
secutive vertices in the old optimal tour. Let T be the tour obtained by
inserting node n+1 between two consecutive nodes i and j in T !

n . We have:

w(T ) = w(T !
n) + d(i, n+ 1) + d(n+ 1, j)% d(i, j).

By triangle inequality, d(n+ 1, j) ( d(n+ 1, i) + d(i, j). Hence

w(T ) ( w(T !
n) + d(i, n+ 1) + d(n+ 1, i).

Again by triangle inequality, w(T !
n) ( w(T !

n+1), and d(i, n+1)+d(n+1, i) (
w(T !

n+1), which concludes the proof. #

We remark that the above upper bound of 2 on the approximation ratio
is tight, even if we use Best Insertion instead of inserting the new vertex
between an arbitrarily chosen pair of consecutive vertices.

Theorem 4.14. Min ATSP% is approximable within ratio 2.

Proof. The obvious idea is to skip the deleted node in the new tour,
while visiting the remaining nodes in the same order. Thus, if i and j are
respectively the nodes preceding and following n + 1 in the tour T !

n+1, we
obtain a tour T such that

w(T ) = w(T !
n+1) + d(i, j)% d(i, n+ 1)% d(n+ 1, j). (4.7)

Consider an optimum solution T !
n of the modified instance In, and the node

l that is consecutive to i in this solution. Since inserting n+1 between i and
l would yield a feasible solution to In+1, we get, using triangle inequality:

w(T !
n+1) ( w(T !

n) + d(i, n+ 1) + d(n+ 1, l)% d(i, l)

( w(T !
n) + d(i, n+ 1) + d(n+ 1, i).

By substituting in (4.7) and using triangle inequality again,

w(T ) ( w(T !
n ) + d(i, j) + d(j, i).

Hence, w(T ) ( 2w(T !
n). #
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4.4.2. The Maximum Traveling Salesman Problem

4.4.2.1. Maximum TSP

While the typical applications of the Minimum TSP are in vehicle rout-
ing and transportation problems, the Maximum TSP has applications to
DNA sequencing and data compression [25]. Like the Minimum TSP, the
Maximum TSP is also NP-hard, but di#erently from what happens for
the Minimum TSP, it is approximable within a constant factor even when
the distance matrix can be completely arbitrary. In the static setting, the
best known result for Max TSP is a 0.6-approximation algorithm due to
Kosaraju et al. [25]. Once again, the knowledge of an optimum solution to
the initial instance is useful, as the reoptimization problem under insertion
of a vertex can be approximated within a ratio of 0.66 (for large enough n),
as we show next.

Theorem 4.15. Max TSP+ is approximable within ratio (2/3) · (1% 1/n).

Proof. Let i and j be such that (i, n+ 1) and (n+ 1, j) belong to T !
n+1.

The algorithm is the following:

(1) Apply Best Insertion to T !
n to get a tour T1;

(2) Find a maximum cycle cover C = (C0, . . . , Cl) on In+1 such that:

(a) (i, n+ 1) and (n+ 1, j) belong to C0;
(b) |C0| " 4;

(3) Remove the minimum-weight arc of each cycle of C and patch the paths
obtained to get a tour T2;

(4) Select the best solution between T1 and T2.

Note that Step 2 can be implemented in polynomial time as follows: We
replace d(i, n+ 1) and d(n+ 1, j) by a large weight M , and d(j, i) by %M
(we do not know i and j, but we can try each possible pair of vertices and
return the best tour constructed by the algorithm). Hence, this cycle cover
will contain (i, n + 1) and (n + 1, j) but not (j, i), meaning that the cycle
containing n+ 1 will have at least 4 vertices.

Let a := d(i, n+ 1) + d(n + 1, j). Clearly, w(T !
n+1) ( w(T !

n) + a. Now,
by inserting n+ 1 in each possible position, we get

w(T1) " (1% 1/n)w(T !
n) " (1 % 1/n)(w(T !

n+1)% a).

Since C0 has size at least 4, the minimum-weight arc of C0 has cost at
most (w(C0)% a)/2. Since each cycle has size at least 2, we get a tour T2
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of value:

w(T2) " w(C)% w(C0)% a

2
% w(C)% w(C0)

2

=
w(C) + a

2
"

w(T !
n+1) + a

2
.

Combining the two bounds for T1 and T2, we get a solution which is
(2/3) · (1% 1/n)-approximate. #

The above upper bound can be improved to 0.8 when the distance ma-
trix is known to be symmetric [5].

4.4.2.2. Maximum Metric TSP

The usual Maximum TSP problem does not admit a polynomial-time ap-
proximation scheme, that is, there exists a constant c such that it is NP-
hard to approximate the problem within a factor better than c. This result
extends also to the Maximum Metric TSP [29]. The best known approxi-
mation for the Maximum Metric TSP is a randomized algorithm with an
approximation guarantee of 7/8 [21].

By contrast, in the reoptimization of Max MTSP under insertion of a
vertex, the Best Insertion algorithm turns out to be a very good strategy:
It is asymptotically optimum. In particular, the following holds:

Theorem 4.16 ([5]). Max MTSP+ is approximable within ratio 1 %
O(n$1/2).

Using the above result one can easily prove that Max MTSP+ admits
a polynomial-time approximation scheme: If the desired approximation
guarantee is 1% &, for some & > 0, just solve by enumeration the instances
with O(1/&2) nodes, and use the result above for the other instances.

4.4.3. The Minimum Latency Problem

Although superficially similar to the Minimum Metric TSP, the Minimum
Latency Problem appears to be more di!cult to solve. For example, in
the special case when the metric is induced by a weighted tree, the MLP is
NP-hard [35] while the Metric TSP is trivial. One of the di!culties in the
MLP is that local changes in the input can influence the global shape of the
optimum solution. Thus, it is interesting to notice that despite this fact,
reoptimization still helps. In fact, the best known approximation so far for
the static version of the MLP gives a factor of 3.59 and is achieved via a
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sophisticated algorithm due to Chaudhuri et al. [10], while it is possible
to give a very simple 3-approximation for MLP+, as we show in the next
theorem.

Theorem 4.17. MLP+ is approximable within ratio 3.

Proof. We consider the Insert Last algorithm that inserts the new node
n + 1 at the “end” of the tour, that is, just before node 1. Without loss
of generality, let T !

n = {(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n% 1, n)} be the optimal tour for
the initial instance In (that is, the kth node to be visited is k). Let T !

n+1 be
the optimal tour for the modified instance In+1. Clearly %(T !

n+1) " %(T !
n)

since relaxing the condition that node n + 1 must be visited cannot raise
the overall latency.

The quantity %(T !
n) can be expressed as

!n
i=1 ti, where for i = 1, . . . , n,

ti =
!i$1

j=1 d(j, j + 1) can be interpreted as the “time” at which node i is
first visited in the tour T !

n .
In the solution constructed by Insert Last, the time at which each node

i &= n + 1 is visited is the same as in the original tour (ti), while tn+1 =
tn+d(n, n+1). The latency of the solution is thus

!n+1
i=1 ti =

!n
i=1 ti+tn+

d(n, n+ 1) ( 2%(T !
n) + %(T !

n+1) ( 3%(T !
n+1), where we have used %(T !

n+1) "
d(n, n + 1) (any feasible tour must include a subpath from n to n + 1 or
vice versa). #

4.5. Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have seen how the reoptimization model can often be
applied to NP-hard combinatorial problems in order to obtain algorithms
with approximation guarantees that improve upon the trivial approach of
computing an approximate solution from scratch.

Apart from designing algorithms with good approximation guarantees
for reoptimization problems – and from obtaining sharper negative results
– there are some general open directions in the area. One is to investigate
the more general issue of maintaining an approximate solution under input
modifications. In our model we assumed that an optimal solution was
available for the instance prior to the modification, but it is natural to
relax this constraint by assuming only an approximate solution instead. In
some cases the analysis of the reoptimization algorithm can be carried out
in a similar way even with such a relaxed assumption, but this needs not
be always true.
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Another general question is that of studying the interplay between run-
ning time, approximation guarantee, and amount of data perturbation. If
we devote enough running time (for example, exponential time for prob-
lems in NPO) to the solution of an instance, we can find an optimal solution
independently of the amount of perturbation. On the other hand we saw
that for many problems it is possible to find in polynomial time an almost
optimal solution for any slightly perturbed instance. One could expect that
there might be a general trade-o# between the amount of data perturbation
and the running time needed the reconstruct a solution of a given quality.
It would be interesting to identify problems for which such trade-o#s are
possible.
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